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Who Are We?
CyberSix’s Cyber Threat Intelligence as a Service (CTIaaS)
solution strengthens your organization’s ability to be
proactive in your strategic decisioning by leveraging our
custom fit actionable intelligence research and reporting. 

We provide innovative, decision-making capabilities that
enable our clients to measurably improve their cybersecurity
operations and reduce risk to meet their business goals.

Our services give you insights about threat actors that
standard dashboard reports or SIEM feeds cannot provide.
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The Real Threat of
Cyber Attacks
Without a strategy for cyber security, your business 
becomes vulnerable to attacks, leading to loss of 
profit and marketshare.

600%

Cybercrimes
are up

Since Covid19
Pandemic

424%
increase in new

SMB cyber
breaches
last year

83%
of SMBs haven’t

put cash aside for
dealing with a
cyber attack.

61%
Of all SMBs

reported at least
one cyber attack

last year

43%
of all cyber

attacks target
Small Business

91%
SMBs do not have

cyber liability
insurance

60%
SMBs that are

victims of cyber
attacks go out of
business in one

year
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A strategic partnership with CyberSix will ensure your company is prepared to meet the
demands of an evolving threat landscape every time, not just one time. We safeguard this by
minimizing your residual risk to cyber threats with custom Cyber Threat Intelligence services . 

Residual risk = Total Digital Asset Risk – Mitigating Controls

How we can help



Mitigating residual risk requires a continuous
and iterative process of identifying risks,
implementing additional controls,
monitoring their effectiveness, and re-
evaluating the residual risks.

We combat residual risk with 

CyberSix’s Cyber Threat Intelligence
as a Service or CTIaaS 
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Information
Gathering

Threat Analyses
& Processing

Threat Assessment
& Distribution

Working together, we will
establish a process for

collecting information on data
sources used by the company.

C6CTI performs various
techniques of intelligence

analysis to further refine the
cyber threat data and

establish threat vector. 

C6CTI will cross examine the
established threat vector
against your company’s

assets to advise and notify
accordingly.

CyberSix CTI Process
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Our Market
Distinction
Our expertise spans businesses of all sizes. We tailor

fit our products to match your business needs.

With cyber security threats on the rise, Cybersix’s

CTI services can provide your company with an edge

over emerging cyber threats. We design

Cybersecurity Intelligence packages with your

company’s security in mind as you develop. 

Company
Asset

Scanning 

C6CTI Threat
Assessment

C6CTI
Analysis 

Customized
Cyber Business

Threat Analytics  

Large & Small
Business

Strategic
Cyber

Intelligence
Partnership
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Offering Three
Intelligence
Package Options
Starting with our C6CTI Lite, we offer branding
and domain protection to maintain the integrity
of your company’s digital presence. 

As your company grows, we offer more services
to accommodate your cyber protection and
analysis needs with C6CTI Pro and Enterprise. 

C6CTI Lite C6CTI Pro C6CTI Enterprise

Brand Intelligence

Domain Intelligence

Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)

Cyber Intelligence (CYBINT)

Human Intelligence (HUMINT)

Technology Intelligence (TECHINT)

Vulnerability Intelligence

Social Media Intelligence (SOCMINT)

Protective Intelligence (PROINT)

Counter Cyber Intelligence (CCI)

Anonymous Sharing Through Threat
Intelligence Exchange (OTX)

C6 Threat Intelligence Program (TIP)

Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyses
Reporting

Monthly Weekly Daily

*Security Operations Center as a Service
(SOCaaS)

*Vulnerability as a Service (VMaaS)

*Services sold separately. www.cybersix.com



Cybersix CTI Lite

C6CTI Lite protects your company’s digital presence with our signature monthly
report covering four key areas we have identified as crucial for optimal performance:

Brand
Intelligence

Domain
Intelligence

OSINT
Intelligence

Notification
& Reporting

Combatting nefarious
attacks that leave your

brand vulnerable.

IP & domain integrity from
malicious IP’s posing as

your comany.

Industry specific threat
awareness & asset integrity

on current threats.

Comprehensive monthly
reports with urgent threat

notifications.

Comprehensive protection in a small package 
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Upgrading to C6CTI Pro, includes C6CTI Lite with a more in-depth, and tailor fit
package for your risk management needs with thorough and comprehensive
analysis and weekly reporting with urgent notifications.

Technology
Intelligence

Cyber
Intelligence

Human
Intelligence

Vulnerability
Intelligence

Comprehensive, tailored protection for your business 

Identify the technological
opportunities and threats

that could affect the future
growth and survival of your

business

Processing collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting
data on cyber threats and

actors that affect company
interests

Information collected and
provided by surveys and
interview investigations

when technology requires a
human approach. 

Identifying, classifying,
prioritizing, mitigating software

vulnerabilities. Vulnerability
management is integral to a sound

business strategy

Cybersix CTI Pro
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C6CTI Enterprise is the ultimate cyber threat intelligence package that includes C6CTI Lite
and Pro. You will also have access to a full range of defenses across the cyber domain for your
established company. This includes daily snapshots, as well as weekly and monthly reporting. 

Social Media
Intelligence

Protective 
Intelligence

Counter 
Cyber 

Intelligence

Threat 
Intelligence 

Exchange 
OTX

The ULTIMATE cyber threat intelligence package for your business 

Combatting nefarious 
attacks that leave your     

brand vulnerable 
through out the social 

media landscape.

Proactive threat 
management instead 

of reactive. 

Industry specific threat    
assessments to prevent 

internal information 
acquisition 

Open collaboration within 
the cyber intelligence 

community for emerging 
threats & attacks.

Cybersix CTI Enterprise
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THANK YOU!

Online Phone
www.cybersix.com 800-601-0563

Email
sales@cybersix.com

Can we answer any questions?




